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My comments are divided into (1) those that apply to the whole SA, (2) Beaconsfield 
specifics, and (3) ‘Additional Sites’: 
 
1. WHOLE ASSESSMENT 
 
The Sustainability Assessment is intended to ‘Inform the Councils’ decision making and 
preparation of the Local Plan’. It was published too late to fulfil this statutory requirement, 
only being released 3 days before the first District Council met to approve the draft Plan’s 
publication. 
 
The SA’s conclusions are so deeply flawed that they demonstrate either a fundamental lack 
of research or an executive directive to over-ride the evidence with a superficially positive 
gloss. For example: 
 
-The current strategic thinking around rail capacity is contained in Network Rail’s ‘West 
Midlands & Chilterns Route Study’ published in August 2017, based on passenger data up to 
2015. It is therefore crucial to remember Network Rail’s forecasts do NOT include the 
additional demand that the combined plans of C&SBDC and Wycombe DC plan would 
produce. Key elements of the study are as follows, (‘ ‘ indicates direct quotes): 
- 22% growth in passenger numbers between High Wycombe and London Marylebone from 
2015 to 2023, rising to a 76% growth by 2043. 
- peak hour seat utilisation forecast to be ‘Full-standing on some trains’ in 2023 between 
High Wycombe and Gerrards Cross, and ‘Standing: 100%-140% capacity’ between Gerrards 
Cross and Marylebone 
- peak hour seat utilisation forecast to be ‘Standing: 100%-140% capacity’ in 2043 between 
High Wycombe and Seer Green, and ‘Standing: 140%-200% capacity’ between Seer Green 
and Marylebone 
' ‘London Marylebone Station is already approaching capacity, both in terms of the number 
and length of trains it can serve and the passenger handling capability on the station. The 
station itself and its approach tracks are in a very constrained location.’ 
- ‘To accommodate forecast demand to 2023 train lengthening was identified as the 
appropriate solution. However, train lengthening alone does not entirely deliver the 
conditional output for meeting forecast demand, with platform lengths at Marylebone 
Station constraining train lengths on the route.’ 
- ‘Analysis shows that the increased capacity delivered by train lengthening would not be 
sufficient to support forecast demand in the medium term, so could only be a short-term 
solution.’ 
- The line itself is also near capacity with both commuter and long distance traffic, with 6 
trains per hour each way in peak hours. 



- ‘Strategic interventions’ are required to meet new demand, even without C&SBDC’s plan, 
including a new London terminal and broadening key stations to accommodate 4 tracks and 
allow overtaking by long distance/fast trains. 
- Neither the short term platform lengthening (e.g. at Seer Green) nor the strategic 
interventions are funded. 
- The platform lengthening option is considered a short term fix and ‘Low Value for Money’. 
 
Into this highly constrained rail transport environment, High Wycombe DC are planning 
10,925 additional houses, and Chiltern and South Bucks 1,900 in the Beaconsfield Station 
catchment area which will drive a roughly 40% increase in local population. For the 
Sustainability Assessment to conclude that there would be a ‘positive’ impact on 
transport’…giving residents ‘access to frequent, affordable and sustainable modes of 
transport’ is so ludicrous that the credibility of the whole Assessment is destroyed. 
 
The SA also concludes that there would be a ‘positive’ impact on ‘Physical and Mental 
Health’ by ensuring that residents have access to ‘a range of health facilities, including GP 
surgeries, hospitals, and natural habitats.’ It fails to acknowledge that such facilities are 
already under significant pressure, and the net impact will be severely negative across the 
whole local community. 
 
Across the draft Plan area, and in addition to the 5,800 [check] homes on ‘brownfield’ or 
redevelopment sites, it proposes 5,200 houses, plus 56,000 square metres of office space, 
plus a hotel, and 64 gypsy/traveller/showpeople pitches, all on Green Belt land. The 
Sustainability Assessment acknowledges that in the process, there will be irrevocable loss of 
ancient woodland and ‘some of the district’s most versatile and productive soils’, yet the 
Sustainability Assessment concludes that there will be a positive impact on biodiversity. 
 
Many policies designed to mitigate the impact of this draft Plan are policies of 
encouragement and hope towards a cleaner transport future. Hope is not a strategy. The 
practical reality will be gridlock congestion, deteriorating health due to air quality, 
particularly among the vulnerable, and the gross over-loading of already stretched services. 
The ‘mitigation’ is not credible. 
 
2. BEACONSFIELD SPECIFICS: 
 
(Site references 1.13 - 1.15) 
 
These sites were selected because ‘the benefits of the release of the site and its subsequent 
development outweigh the negatives’. I dispute this judgement. Even after ‘mitigation’, in 
which I have no confidence, the Sustainability Assessment rates the proposals for the 
Beaconsfield sites as 
- ‘Major Negative’ (permanently degrade, diminish, or destroy the integrity of [the area], or 
cause it to be permanently diminished,) for: 
Natural resources 
Climate Change Mitigation 
Waste 



- ‘Moderate Negative’ (out of scale or have an adverse impact on [an area] of recognised 
quality: 
Landscape 
Pollution 
- ‘Minor negative’: 
Transport and accessibility, Health, economy 
 
The Sustainability Assessment itself points out (para N58, page xxi) a major concern for the 
health of local residents is air pollution due to proximity to main roads. This consideration is 
most pertinent to options in close proximity to designated AQMAs such as Area East of 
Beaconsfield. 
 
The Sustainability Assessment notes the ‘negative impacts upon population and human 
health’ with the ‘increase of population density is likely to increase strain on local services 
and facilities such as GP surgeries, NHS hospitals, schools and open spaces.’ The 1600 homes 
on this site will be located up to 3.5km from the new Beaconsfield combined GP surgery and 
4km from Holtspur school, resulting in multiple cross-town trips on already congested roads. 
To quote the Sustainability Assessment itself (para N90) ‘as a result, long-term health 
impacts upon local residents is likely.’ 
 
The East of Beaconsfield site has ‘good access to roads’ so is rated as having a ‘minor 
positive’ impact on accessibility. This judgement is clearly taken by someone looking at a 
map with no local knowledge; these roads are already gridlocked at peak hours. Putting 
1,600 homes and 20,000 square metres of office space (with an estimated additional 3,000 
cars) will have a major negative impact on residents access to the road network. 
 
Similarly the SA notes the distance the homes will be from schools, but made no 
consideration of availability of places. They are full. 
 
3. POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL BUILDING SITES 
 
Through the HELAA process SBDC have identified 156 potential ‘infill’ sites (reasonable 
alternatives), for residential, employment or mixed uses. 17 of these are in Beaconsfield, with 
the potential for an additional 246 homes. With truly incomprehensible logic they include 3 
of the 6 car parks in the town; the Town Hall and Waitrose car park, Altons, and Warwick 
Road. Commuters already park in residential streets up to 1.5km from the station, the town is 
gridlocked at peak hours, and yet a remote planner has concluded ‘All of the sites in this 
cluster are well connected to the existing road network. The proposed development would 
therefore provide site end users with good access to existing roads, resulting in a minor 
positive impact on accessibility.’ 
 
IN CONCLUSION 
 
The Sustainability Assessment is a ‘whitewash consultancy’ report designed to provide 
independent validation of an indefensible draft Plan. It applies incomprehensible reasoning 
to put a positive gloss on a plan that will damage the local community   


